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A Preliminary Test in Discriminant Analysis
Avner Bar-Hen
Institute of Statistical Mathematics, Tokyo 106, Japan
One of the aims of discriminant analysis is the allocation of unknown entities
to populations that are known a priori. Consider k populations. Let X denote the
vector of observations on an experimental unit, whose origin is uncertain. For the
general parametric case, a test is proposed to verify the hypothesis that X is coming
from a new population. The case of normal population with equal variance is fully
derived.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
One of the aims of discriminant analysis is the allocation of unknown
entities to populations that are known a priori. A preliminary matter for
consideration before an outright or probabilistic allocation is made for an
unclassified entity X is to test the assumption that X belongs to one of the
predefined groups ?i (i=1, 2, ..., n). One way of approaching this question
is to test if the smallest distance between X and ?i is null or not. Most of
the result were obtained in the case of linear discriminant analysis where
the law of the populations is assumed to follow a normal and having a
common variancecovariance matrix 7 (see, e.g., [7]). Generally, the
squared Mahalanobis distance is computed between X and each population
?i . X will be assessed as atypical if the smallest distance is bigger than a
given threshold. Formally a preliminary test is of the form
H0 : min
i
d(X, ?i)=0 vs H1 : min
i
d(X, ?i)>0.
In a practical case, the assumption of normality can be unrealistic.
For example, in taxonomy or in medicine, discrete and continuous
measurements are taken. The aim of this article is to propose a preliminary
test to the general parametric case. In Section 2 we present a generalization
of the Mahalanobis distance; then we study its distributional properties.
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In Section 4 we derive the distribution of the minimum of the divergence
between X and ?i . The implications of these results are discussed. An
exposition of the proposed methodology as applied to the homoscedastic
normal cases is presented in Section 5.
2. Generalization of the Mahalanobis Distance
If the populations are assumed to follow normal law, the Mahalanobis
distance between X and ?i is computed to assess the atypicality of X. To
extend these results to the general parametric case, we first have to extend
the definition of the Mahalanobis distance.
To reach this aim we use the divergence, defined by Kullback and
Leibler [6, Chap. 1], between two generalized probability densities f1(X )
and f2(X ):
J=J( f1(X); f2(X ))
=| [ f1(X )&f2(X )]_log
f1(X )
f2(X )
d*,
where *, +1 , and +2 are three probability measures absolutely continuous
with respect to each other and fi is the RadonNicodym derivative of +i
with respect to *.
Except for the triangular inequality, the KullbackLeibler distance has
the properties of distance. Moreover, if f1 and f2 are multivariate normal
distributions with a common variancecovariance matrix then J( f1 ; f2) is
equal to the Mahalanobis distance.
Some properties of this generalization of the Mahalanobis distance are
given in [1].
3. Distributional Result
Since the aim is to test the atypicality of X, we have to derive the
distribution of the estimate of the divergence J between X and ?i under the
hypothesis J(X, ?i)>0. We do not make assumptions about the distribu-
tion of the populations but the following regularity conditions are assumed:
v %i is a point of the parameter space 3, which is assumed to be an
open convex set in a (r+s)-dimensional Euclidean space.
v f (x, %i) has continuous second-order partial derivatives with respect
to the %i 's in 3.
v % i is the maximum likelihood estimator of % i .
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v For all %i # 3,
|
f (x, %i)
%i
d*(x)=|
2f (x, %i)
2%i
d*(x)=0, i=1, 2.
v The integrals
c(%i)=| {log f (x, %i)%i =
2
f (x, %i) d*(x), i=1, 2,
are positive and finite for all %i # 3.
Proposition 3.1. Under H1 : J>0, asymptotically,
- n1+n2 (J &J) w
L
N(0, V)
when n1  +, n2  +, n1 n2  u>0
with
V=(1+v&1) \ J%1+
$
I&1(%1) \ J%1++(u+1) \
J
%2+
$
I &1(%2) \ J%2+ , (1)
where I(%i) represents the Fisher information matrix based on %i .
Proof.
J =| ( f (x, % 1)&f (x, % 2)) log \ f (x, %
 1)
f (x, % 2)+ d*(x).
Using the regularity conditions we can use a Taylor expansion of first
order of J at the neighbourhood of %1 and %2 :
J =J+(% 1&%1); J%1+(% 2&%2);
J
%2
+( (% 1&%1); =(% 1&%1)) +( (% 2&%2); =(% 2&%2)) , (2)
where ( ;) represents the canonical scalar product and =(% i&%i)  0 almost
surely when % i  %i . Since % i is the maximum likelihood estimator of %i , the
result is direct because
- ni (% i&%i) w
L
N(0, I &1(%i)) (i=1, 2).
Remark. From this proposition it is direct to construct the confidence
interval for J (e.g. [9]).
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Corollary 3.1.1. Let Ji be the divergence between X and ?i (i=
1, ..., n). Let us assume that the parameters of each population are estimated
with independent samples. Let ni be the sample size of the sample coming
from ?i and let nx be the sample size of the sample coming from X. If
X is not coming from any ?i , then, asymptotically, the joint law of
- ni+nx (J i&Ji) is a multivariate normal law.
Proof. Every - ni+nx (J i&Ji) is distributed as a normal law. There-
fore, it has to be proved that every linear combination of the
- ni+nx (J i&Ji) is also distributed as a normal law:
:
i
ai - ni+nx (J i&Ji) (3)
r:
i
ai - ni+nx \(% i&%i); Ji%i+(% x&%x);
Ji
%x+
=:
i
ai - ni+nx (% x&%x); Ji%x
+:
i
ai - ni+nx (% i&%i); Ji%i . (4)
Since the samples used to estimate the parameter of the populations are
independent, asymptotically, (4) corresponds to a weighted sum of inde-
pendent normal laws. Then (4) is distributed as a normal law (see [9], for
example).
The asymptotic mean and variance of - ni+nx (J i&Ji) had been
obtained in Proposition 3.1. To characterize the joint law J i , we have to
compute the covariance between the divergence.
Corollary 3.1.2. Let ?1 , ..., ?m be m distinct populations. Let us
assume that the distribution of the populations has the previous regularity
conditions. Assume that % 1 , ..., % m are estimated with independent samples of
size n1 , ..., nm , respectively. Let J ij be the estimator of the divergence between
the populations ?i and ?j (i, j=1, ..., m); then when
nk  +, nj  +, ni  +,
nj
ni
 u>0,
nk
ni
 v>0,
cov(- nj+ni (J ij&Jij), - ni+nk (J ik&Jjk))
=- (1+u)(1+v) \Jij%i+
$
I&1(%i) \Jik%i + ,
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where I(%i) represent the Fisher information matrix based on %i , and
cov(- nj+ni (J ij&Jij), - nl+nk (J lk&Jlk))=0 \i{k, i{l, j{k, j{l.
Proof.
cov(- nj+ni (J ij&Jij), - ni+nk (J ik&Jik))
rcov \- nj+ni \(% i&%i); Jij%i+(% j&%j);
Jij
%j+ ;
- ni+nk \(% i&%i); Jik%i +(% k&%k);
Jij
%k++
=- ni+nk - nj+ni \Jij%i+
$
var(% i&%i) \Jik%i +
=- (ni+nk)(nj+ni)n2i \Jij%i+
$
I &1(%i) \Jik%i + .
Moreover,
cov(- nj+ni (J ij&Jij), - nl+nk (J lk&Jlk))=0 \i{k, i{l, j{k, j{l
because the estimates of Jij and Jlk are independent.
4. Derivation of the Preliminary Test
4.1. Minimum of Correlated Normal Laws
Let us consider that X is coming from any of the predefined populations
?i . In this case, the estimator of the divergence between X and ?i
is asymptotically distributed as a normal law. If there are n predefined
populations, we obtain n estimates of the divergence and each of them is
distributed as a normal law. Since the observations coming from X are
used in the computation of the estimate of each of the divergences, the
resulting normal laws are not independent.
For a given level of confidence, X will be considered as atypical if the
hypothesis that the smallest divergence between X and ?i is greater than
zero is not rejected.
To test this hypothesis we have to obtain the law of the minimum of
correlated normal laws.
The following proposition is an extension of the result of Dunnett and
Sobel [3].
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Proposition 4.1. Let Z1 , ..., Zn be n normal laws with mean +i and
variance _2i such that cov(Zi , Zj)=bi bj \i{j (i, j=1, ..., n). Let us assume
_2i &b
2
i >0 \i=1, ..., n.
P(min
i1
Zi<:)=1&|
+
&
`
n
i=1
P(Xi:&bi x) f (x) dx,
where f (x) is the density of a centred and reduced normal law and
Xi tN(+i , _2i &b2i ) independent \i=1, ..., n.
Proof. Let X0 , X1 , ..., Xn be n+1 independent normal laws such that
X0tN(0, 1), XitN(+i , _2i &b2i ).
Let
Zi=biX0+Xi , i=1, ..., n.
It is direct to see that
cov(Zi , Zj)=bibj
var(Zi)=_2i
E(Zi)=+i .
Thus
P(min
i1
Zi<:)=1&P(min
i1
Zi:)
=1&P \ ,
n
i=1
(Zi:)+
=1&P \ ,
n
i=1
(biX0+Xi:)+
=1&P \ ,
n
i=1
Xi:&bi X0 +
=1&|
+
&
P \ ,
n
i=1
Xi:&bix | X0=x+ f (x) dx
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=1&|
+
&
P \ ,
n
i=1
Xi:&bi x+ f (x) dx
since X0 is independent of Xi ;
P(min
i1
Zi<:)=1&|
+
&
`
n
i=1
P(Xi:&bix) f (x) dx. (5)
For the derivation of the preliminary test, we will also need the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.2. H(:)=+& >
n
i=1 P(Xi:&bi x) f (x) dx is a mono-
tone function of :.
Proof.
H(:)=|
+
&
`
n
i=1
P(Xi:&bix) f (x) dx
=|
+
&
`
n
i=1
8 \bi x++0i&:- _2i &b2i + f (x) dx
f (x): density of a canonical normal law
8: function of repartition of canonical normal law
H(:)
:
= :
n
j=1
1
- _2j &b2j
| `
n
i=1
j{i
8 \bix++0i&:- _2i &b2i + f \
bjx++0j&:
- _2j &b2j + f (x) dx.
Therefore
H(:)
:
>0.
So H(:) is a monotone function of :.
Various approximations of the integral (5) had been proposed but many
mathematical packages allow this kind of computation in reasonable time.
4.2. Decision Rule for the Preliminary Test
Let ?1 , ..., ?m be m populations and let X be an unclassified observation.
The regularity conditions are assumed. The parameters %i (i=1, ..., m) are
estimated with independent samples of size ni , respectively. The parameter
%x of X is estimated with a sample of size nx . Let J i be the estimator of Ji ,
the divergence between X and ?i .
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Under the hypothesis that X is coming from any of the predefined pop-
ulation ?i , all the Ji are positive and, asymptotically, the joint law of
- ni+nx (J i&Ji) is a multidimensional centred normal law with a variance
covariance matrix V=(vij) (V is defined in Eq. (1) and in Corollary 3.1.2).
A decision rule should permit us to choose between
H0 : _i such that JiJi0
H1 : \i, Ji>Ji0 .
This decision rule will be like
min
i
J i<:  decide H0 .
The :>0 of this decision rule has to be such that, if Ji=Ji0 with Ji0 known
and different from zero then
P(wrong decision of H0)=;, ; given.
It means that in this decision rule, the type III error is controlled. There-
fore, the test controls the risk of not detecting that X is not coming from
one of the predefined population.
Since zero is a boundary of the parameter space Ji0 cannot be null, but
for many practical purposes this limitation is not so strong. For example,
in taxonomy, a variety will be considered as a new variety if this new
variety is far enough from the known ones. Therefore, the value of Ji0 has
to be fixed by the user.
The joint law of J i is asymptotically a normal law. Let us consider that
the sample sizes are large enough to allow this approximation. In this case,
J =(J 1 , ..., J n)tNn(J, 7)
with 7=(_ij) and
_ii=ni \Ji%i+
$
I &1(%i) \Ji%i++nx \
Ji
%x+
$
I&1(%x) \ Ji%x+
_ij=nx \Ji%x+
$
I &1(%x) \Jj%x+ .
Then : will be determined by
1&|
+
&
`
n
i=1
P(Xi:&bix) f (x) dx=;, ; given,
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where f (x) is the density of a reduced and centred normal law,
Xi tN \Ji0 , ni \Ji%i+
$
I &1(%i) \Ji%i++ is independent \i=1, ..., n,
and
bi=- nx Ji%x ; I&12(%x) .
When the value of JIi0 has been fixed, it is possible to determine : such that
the probability of a wrong choice of H0 is equal to ;. Proposition 4.2
ensures the uniqueness of :. The decision rule is based on the comparison
between : and the minimum of J i .
5. Application to the Homoscedastic Normal Case
In the case of normal populations with equal variances, it has been
proposed to compare the smallest Mahalanobis distance between X and ?i
to a given threshold to assess the atypicality of X [4, 8]. If the populations
are well separated and the population sizes are large enough, the minimum
distance is supposed to follow a chi-square distribution. The derivation
assumes implicitly that the parameters of the population are known and
that the minimum of a linear combination of chi-square can be approx-
imated by a chi-square distribution. Therefore, as suggested in [8],
Hawkins' approach seems more descriptive than inferential. The aim of this
section is to apply the proposed test to the case of normal populations with
equal variance.
The simplest application is ?i tN(+i , _) (i=1, ..., n) and XtN(+x , _).
In this case we have
Ji=
(+x&+i)S
_
, i=1, ..., n,
Ji
+i
=&2
(+x&+i)
_
, i=1, ..., n,
Ji
_
=&
(+x&+i)2
_2
, i=1, ..., n.
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If ni independent observations are available from ?i and nx from X, the
Fisher information matrix based on +k and _ is
I&1(+k , _)=\
_
ni
0
0
2_2
n + , k=1, ..., n, x,
where n=n1+ } } } +nn+nx is the total number of observations.
Therefore,
J =(J 1 , ..., J n)tNn(J, 7)
with 7=(_ij) and
_ii=8
(+x&+i)2
_
+2
(+x&+i)4
n_2
(ni+nx)
_ij=4
(+x&+i)(+x&+j)
_
+2
nx(+x&+i)(+x&+i)
n_2
.
Then : will be determined by
1&|
+
&
`
n
i=1
P(Xi:&bix) f (x) dx=; ; given, (6)
where f (x) is the density of a reduced and centred normal law and
Xi tN \Ji0 , 4 (+x&+i)
2
_
+2
ni (+x&+i)4
n_2 + independent \i=1, ..., n
and
b2i =4
(+x&+i)2
_
+2
nx(+x&+i)4
n_2
.
One may remark that Eq. (6) can be rewritten
1&|
+
&
`
n
i=1
P \Yi<x&:&Ji0bi + f (x) dx=; ; given,
where f (x) is the density of a reduced and centred normal law and
Yi tN(0, 1) independent \i=1, ..., n.
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The generalization to the multidimensional case is direct (see, e.g., [2]
for matrix variate differentiation formula).
In the normal case with equal variances, Ji is equal to the Mahalanobis
distance. So the true distribution of Ji is the Hotteling distribution. It
is well known that the convergence of the F distribution to the normal
distribution is fast but additional work has to be done to study how
departure from normality of the Ji affects the test's level and power.
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